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A celebration of Japan's vegan and vegetarian traditions
with 100 vegan recipes. Kansha is an expression of
gratitude for nature’s gifts and the efforts and ingenuity
of those who transform nature’s bounty into marvelous
food. The spirit of kansha, deeply rooted in Buddhist
philosophy and practice, encourages all cooks to prepare
nutritionally sound and aesthetically satisfying meals that
avoid waste, conserve energy, and preserve our natural
resources. In these pages, with kansha as credo, Japan
culinary authority Elizabeth Andoh offers more than 100
carefully crafted vegan recipes. She has culled classics
from shōjin ryōri, or Buddhist temple cuisine (Creamy
Sesame Pudding, Glazed Eel Look-Alike); gathered
essentials of macrobiotic cooking (Toasted Hand-Pressed
Brown Rice with Hijiki, Robust Miso); selected dishes
rooted in history (Skillet-Scrambled Tofu with Leafy
Greens, Pungent Pickles); and included inventive modern
fare (Eggplant Sushi, Tōfu-Tōfu Burgers). Decades of
living immersed in Japanese culture and years of culinary
training have given Andoh a unique platform from which
to teach. She explains basic cutting techniques, cooking
methods, and equipment that will help you enhance flavor,
eliminate waste, and speed meal preparation. Then she
demystifies ingredients that are staples in Japanese
pantries that will boost your kitchen repertoire—vegan or
omnivore—to new heights.
A much-needed guide for the novice as well as the longtime vegan. It contains extensive information for vegans,
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including dietary exchange lists for meal planning, sports
nutrition for vegans, vegan meal plans and one-week
menus, delicious, quick recipes for readers who don't
enjoy cooking but want to live healthily, vegetarian history
and plenty more.
Ethiopian Feast is the first comprehensive cookbook of
Ethiopian cuisine with easy-to-follow and beautifully
photographed recipes. Written by Mulunesh Belay, chef
and owner of an iconic Ethiopian restaurant, this book is
the consummate guide for cooking authentic Ethiopian
cuisine in the modern kitchen.
From delicious dals to rich curries, flat breads, savory
breakfasts, snacks, and much more, this vegan cookbook
brings you Richa Hingle’s collection of plant-based Indian
recipes inspired by regional cuisines, Indian culture, local
foods, and proven methods. Whether you want to enjoy
Indian cooking, try some new spices, or add more protein
to your meals using legumes and lentils, this book has got
it covered. You’ll explore some well-known and new Indian
flavor profiles that are easy to make in your own kitchen.
Learn the secrets of eclectic Indian taste and textures, and
discover meals in which pulses and vegetables are the stars
of the dish. And once you taste Richa’s mouth-watering
desserts, they will likely become your new favorites.
Within these pages you will find recipes to please all the
senses, including: • Mango Curry Tofu • Whole Roasted
Cauliflower in Makhani Gravy • Baked Lentil Kachori
Pastries • Quick Tamarind-Date Chutney • Avocado Naan
• Fudgy Cardamom Squares The recipes have been
designed to simplify complex vegan cooking procedures,
and Richa’s workflow tips incorporate modern appliances
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and techniques from other cuisines to reduce cooking
times. Replacement spices are indicated wherever possible,
and Richa also provides alternatives and variations that
allow people to be playful and creative with the Indian
spices called for in the recipes. The restaurant-quality
vegan recipes are ideal to make for yourself, for family,
and for entertaining guests.
Traditional Ethiopian Recipes Made Easy
Vegan Lunch Box
Toronto Star Cookbook
Farm-Fresh African, Caribbean, and Southern Flavors
Remixed [A Cookbook]
Mesob Across America
A Comprehensive Guide to Over 2,500 Vegetarian Eateries
Why wait for a trip to your favorite
Ethiopian restaurant? Import the delicious
flavors of Ethiopia right to your own
kitchen! Kittee Berns has demystified this
cuisine so you can savor authentic Ethiopian
food without ever leaving home. Discover
how to source and use the tantalizing
seasonings and savory ingredients that are
the foundation of these unique dishes.
Kittee introduces the holy trinity of
Ethiopian cooking: a berbere spice blend,
injera (the fermented sourdough staple),
and ye qimem zeyet, a veganized clarified
butter. Armed with these basics, you'll be
ready to dazzle your family and friends with
many of the popular dishes found on veggie
combo platters in restaurants all over North
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America. From saucy wots, spicy stews, and
succulent stir-fries to traditional injerabased dishes and fusion foods that blend
these unique seasonings into a range of
family favorites, fans of this cuisine will be
thrilled. Recipes are almost entirely glutenand soy-free, or can be made so with easy
adaptions. You'll also find tips on tools and
equipment to time-saving techniques and
menu suggestions. Just pull up a mesob (a
traditional woven stand or basket), perch
your platter on top, and get ready to party
Ethiopian style!
"Delicious and delightful - the exquiste
flavours of Ethiopia are utterly divine. From
the spices to the presentation method, a
meal in Ethiopia is an experience!"--P. [4]
cover.
To do what no other magazine does: Deliver
simple, delicious food, plus expert health
and lifestyle information, that's exclusively
vegetarian but wrapped in a fresh, stylish
mainstream package that's inviting to all.
Because while vegetarians are a great, vital,
passionate niche, their healthy way of eating
and the earth-friendly values it inspires
appeals to an increasingly large group of
Americans. VT's goal: To embrace both.
How old is Ethiopian cuisine and the unique
way of eating it? Ethiopians proudly say
their cuisine goes back 3,000 to 5,000 years.
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Archaeologists and historians now believe it
emerged in the first millennium A.D. in
Aksum, an ancient kingdom that occupied
whats now the northern region of Ethiopia
and the southern region of neighboring
Eritrea. But regardless of when Ethiopians
began to eat spicy wots atop the spongy
flatbread injera, or when they first drank the
intoxicating honey wine called tej, their
cuisine remains unique in the world. Mesob
Across America: Ethiopian Food in the
U.S.A. brings together what respected
scholars and passionate Ethiopians know
and believe about this delectable cuisine.
From the ingredients of the Ethiopian
kitchen the foods, the spices, and the ways
of combining them to a close-up look at the
cuisines history and culture, Mesob Across
America is both comprehensive and
anecdotal. Explore the history of how
restaurant communities emerged in the
U.S., and visit them as they exist today.
Learn how to prepare a five-course
Ethiopian meal, including homemade tej.
And solve the mystery of when Ethiopian
food made its debut in America which was
not when most Ethiopians think it did.
More Than 100 Delicious One-Pot Meals for
Your 1.5-Quart/Litre Slow Cooker
Ethiopian Cookbook
Olive Trees and Honey
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Food Lovers' Guide to® Austin
Around the World in 30 Meals
The Red Rooster Cookbook

"Educational and tantalizing" —Foreword
Reviews Whether you are a longtime host of
weekly Shabbat dinners or new to this global
Jewish tradition, 52 Shabbats will spice up
your Friday night in one way or another. This
book offers a holistic scope of the Shabbat
tradition for every reader, Jewish or
otherwise. In it you'll find: Over fifty primary
recipes to anchor your menuMore than twenty
recipes for side dishes, accompaniments, and
dessertsShort essays that detail global
foodways and historiesExplanation of the
Shabbat ritual Faith Kramer outlines recipe
pairings in a mix-and-match friendly format,
incorporating easy substitutes throughout the
cookbook to make Shabbat accessible for all
lifestyles. From gefilte fish to challah, berbere
lentils to cardamom cheesecakes, these
seasonally organized recipes will never fail to
inspire your weekly dinner menu. MORE
PRAISE FOR 52 SHABBATS: "For anyone who
appreciates world flavors, history, and great
techniques....A worthy companion to Joan
Nathan's King Solomon's Table (2017)."
—Booklist "Clear and approachable....Faith
has included recipes that not only have you
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rethinking Shabbat but dinner year-round."
—Calvin Crosby, The King's English Bookshop
"[Faith Kramer's] inventive dishes
are...packed with flavor." —Dianne Jacob,
author of Will Write for Food
"Provides comprehensive information on the
geography, history, governmental structure,
economy, cultural diversity, and landmarks of
Colorado"--Provided by publisher.
Full Color 3rd edition print format version.
The classic first vegetarian/vegan Ethiopian
cookbook published, in 2007. One dozen
inspired Ethiopian specialties, accessible and
easy to follow, all vegetarian/ vegan, with
recipes for seasoned oil, berbere, injera,
lentils, potato salad, chocolate fudge teff cake
and more. Our original award-winning classic
(Gourmand International Best in the World
Award, 2009) in a fresh full color print 3rd
edition, now with step-by-step "how-to" full
color photographs and instructions for each
flavorful dish. Easy to read, understand, and
follow. A classic, updated with even more
helpful hints and tips for beginner and
experienced alike.A 2nd edition, printed with
same text and photos, but without color, is
also available on Amazon as an "economy"
Black & White edition, for an even more
affordable price.REVIEW: "We had another
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special Friday afternoon lab for the Natural
Epicurean students and this time it involved
African recipes and flavors. I don t think
anyone realized just how much we would
enjoy the food, which is saying a lot because a
few of us already had a very positive view of
African food. Nevertheless, it wasn t a cuisine
that I had ever attempted cooking (okay, I did
once, but it was during the development of
this very lab) so I was appreciative of the
chance to do this. One of my classmates, Todd
Heyman, with whom I also cook once a week,
was the driving force behind setting up this
lab in partnership with Chef Rosa, one of our
main instructors. They worked together to
test and perfect the recipes that we ended up
cooking. African food, based on my very
limited exposure, makes heavy use of garlic,
ginger, lentils, root vegetables and tubers
such as sweet potatoes and cassava, and
greens. The food is aromatic and delicious
with bold flavors that are reminiscent of Indi
and even Italy. This book was used as the
foundation for some of the recipe
development, "Ethiopian-Inspired Cooking" by
Ian Finn. It s apparently a real treasure and
available on Amazon.com. If you are
interested in African food, buy this book now.
One of the apparent keys to great East African
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food is a spiced oil, shown below. This oil,
infused with herbs, ginger, and garlic,
smelled AMAZING and everything we cooked
with it became incredibly delicious. Everyone
was highly impressed with the food and had a
hard time stopping eating. It was filling and
nutritious from all of the vegetables, legumes,
and healing spices. This is cuisine that meat
eaters can relate to since it s well seasoned,
well cooked, and hearty. You don t walk away
from the table wanting ice cream or another
junky treat you feel nice and satisfied. I would
recommend African food to anyone who is
looking to transition into a more plant-based
diet. -- from "Diet is Correct: African Flavors
Lab," by Mike Lyons, published on Word Press
Blog
A vegetarian for over 20 years, John Howley
visited numerous vegetarian eateries and
natural food stores during his extensive
travels throughout the US. He has authored
two previous travel guides.
The Story of Food and Hustle in Harlem
Celebrating Japan's Vegan and Vegetarian
Traditions [A Cookbook]
A Culinary Adventure with Over 70 Vegan
Recipes
Ethiopian Food in the U.S.A.
Evolving Vegan
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Afro-Vegan
Ethiopian vegetarian recipes for beginner
and professional alike. Cultural
information, food photographs, Interview,
and more. An updated version with glue-in
spine and commentary added.
A rabbi and expert in traditional Judaic
cooking offers a wide-ranging celebration
of classic Jewish vegetarian cooking from
across the globe. Traditions of Jewish
vegetarian cooking span three millennia
and the extraordinary breadth of the
Jewish diaspora—from Persia to Ethiopia,
Romania to France. In Olive Trees and
Honey, acclaimed chef and rabbi Gil Marks
uncovers this vibrant culinary heritage
for home cooks. This magnificent treasury
sheds light on the truly international
palette of Jewish vegetarian cooking, with
300 recipes for soups, salads, grains,
pastas, legumes, vegetable stews, egg
dishes, savory pastries, and more. From
Sephardic Bean Stew (Hamin) to Ashkenazic
Mushroom Knishes, Italian Fried Artichokes
to Hungarian Asparagus Soup, these dishes
are suitable for any occasion on the
Jewish calendar—whether it’s a festival or
an everyday meal. Marks combines these
recipes with fascinating insights into
their origins and history, suggestions for
holiday menus from Yom Kippur to Passover,
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and culture-rich discussion of key
ingredients.
What If the World Was Vegan? The true
building blocks of cuisines across the
planet are the spices, herbs, and
grains—from basmati rice to buckwheat,
coconut to caraway seeds. Apply those
flavors to vegan staples such as seitan,
or tofu and even straight-up vegetables,
and the possibilities? If not endless,
pretty darned expansive. So what if the
world was vegan? Your own cooking is the
answer to that question; fire up the stove
and make a green curry, simmer a seitan
date tagine stew, or hold a freshly made
corn tortilla piled high with chilebraised jackfruit in your hand. Chart your
course in the great, growing map of vegan
food history. Award-winning chef, author
of Veganomicon, and author of Viva Vegan
Terry Hope Romero continues the vegan food
revolution with more than 300 bold,
delicious recipes based on international
favorites. With chapters devoted to
essential basics such as Spice Blends; The
Three Protein Amigos; and Pickles,
Chutneys & Saucier Sauces, you can make
everything from salads to curries,
dumplings and desserts. Vegan Eats World
will help you map your way through a
culinary world tour, whether you want to
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create a piergoi party or Thai feast, easy
Indian chaat lunch or Your International
House of Dinner Crepes.
Southern comfort food and multicultural
recipes from the New York Times bestselling superstar chef Marcus Samuelsson’s
iconic Harlem restaurant. When the James
Beard Award-winning chef Marcus Samuelsson
opened Red Rooster on Malcolm X Boulevard
in Harlem, he envisioned more than a
restaurant. It would be the heart of his
neighborhood and a meet-and-greet for both
the downtown and the uptown sets, serving
Southern black and cross-cultural food. It
would reflect Harlem's history. Ever since
the 1930s, Harlem has been a magnet for
more than a million African Americans, a
melting pot for Spanish, African, and
Caribbean immigrants, and a mecca for
artists. These traditions converge on
Rooster’s menu, with Brown Butter
Biscuits, Chicken and Waffle, Killer
Collards, and Donuts with Sweet Potato
Cream. They’re joined by global-influenced
dishes such as Jerk Bacon and Baked Beans,
Latino Pork and Plantains, and Chinese
Steamed Bass and Fiery Noodles.
Samuelsson’s Swedish-Ethiopian background
shows in Ethiopian Spice-Crusted Lamb,
Slow-Baked Blueberry Bread with Spiced
Maple Syrup, and the Green Viking,
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sprightly Apple Sorbet with Caramel Sauce.
Interspersed with lyrical essays that
convey the flavor of the place and
stunning archival and contemporary photos,
The Red Rooster Cookbook is as layered as
its inheritance.
A Discovery of the Foods and Flavors of
Africa
Classic Vegetarian Cooking from the Middle
East and North Africa
Recipes and traditions from the horn of
Africa
Epic Anytime Recipes with a World of
Flavor
Traditional and Creative Recipes for the
Home Cook
More than 150 Diverse and Delicious
Recipes Celebrating Ontario
The founder-chef of Real Food Daily
showcases a collection of 150 trademark
recipes that exemplify the best in
healthful, vegetarian cookery, with such
creative dishes as Lentil-Walnut Pt,
Country-Style Miso Soup, Tuscan Bean Salad
with Herb Vinaigrette, Southern-Style
Skillet Cornbread, and Coconut Cream Pie
with Chocolate Sauce. Original. 15,000
first printing.
There are so many international cuisines
that have become commonplace in the
western world - so much so that we almost
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forget that there are thousands of other
amazing places just lying in wait, with
incredible food waiting to be tried. With
Ethiopian cuisine providing the perfect
example. Providing us with some of the
most culturally-rich food on the planet,
Ethiopian cuisine is renowned for being
spicy, aromatic, and healthy - and now
it's readily available for you to prepare
in your own home. This cookbook is full to
brim with simple step by step Ethiopian
recipes that are perfect for the average
cook and professional chef alike! In this
book, you will learn how to cook: Aromatic
Ethiopian breakfast Amazing Ethiopian
appetizers Famous Ethiopian dinners Sweet
and delicious Ethiopian desserts Ethiopian
cuisine is fast become some of the most
well recognized on the planet - so what
are you waiting for? Take the first step
towards cooking some of the best food in
the world!
The national borders contain one of the
most fertile swathes of land on the
continent. All this makes for a food
culture as fascinatingly distinct as it is
startlingly delicious. Chef Yohanis takes
the reader on a journey through all the
essential dishes of his native country,
along the way telling wondrous stories.
There are recipes for Doro Wat, chicken
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slowly stewed with berbere spice; Yeassa
Alichia, curried fish stew; and Siga Tibs,
flashfried beef cubes. The cuisine also
boasts a wealth of vegetarian dishes.
Among these are Gomen, minced collard
greens with ginger and garlic; Azifa,
green lentil salad; and Key Shir,
marinated beet and potato salad. Then the
book explains the intricacies and
variations of Injera, the foundational
sourdough flatbread made from the teff
grain (which is gluten free and more
nutritious than wheat). Complete with
photography of the country's stunning
landscapes and vibrant artisans, this
volume demonstrates why Ethiopian food
should be considered as one of the world's
greatest, most singular and most
enchanting cuisines.
Ethiopian-Inspired Cooking, Vegetarian
SpecialtiesAn American Approach to
Ethiopian Cuisine
Friday Night Dinners Inspired by a Global
Jewish Kitchen
The Lotus and the Artichoke - Ethiopia
Vegetarian Restaurants and Natural Food
Stores in the U. S.
Vegan Slow Cooking for Two Or Just for You
Deliciously Diverse Recipes from North
America's Best Plant-Based Eateries—for
Anyone Who Loves Food (A Cookbook)
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The Real Food Daily Cookbook

Dieting can be a challenge for many, but it
doesn’t have to be bland or boring. The keto
diet has helped millions of people for nearly a
century, and the best part is that various
people have taken this diet and implemented
it into their own culture. Ethiopian food, for
example, has been popularly emerging in the
last few years as if it was a well-kept secret,
but it’s not just about the types of food or the
spices and flavors found in them. Ethiopian
cuisine is full of life and tradition, with a
variety of things to choose from. Dieting with
Ethiopian keto is a way for you to improve
your health while still being able to enjoy
some of the most delicious foods you may
have never had. This book will not only teach
you the basics of dieting with keto but will
show you how to make Ethiopian-inspired
dishes that are still healthy. If you want to eat
better and still enjoy the vibrant and rich
food that Ethiopian culture can provide, look
no further. All the way from making your own
spicy and robust berbere mix to the tradition
of coffee ceremonies, we hope that you’ll find
everything you need in this book to start
eating healthier and enjoying some of the
great food that Ethiopian cuisine has to offer.
From actor and avid traveler Mena Massoud
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comes a collection of diverse, delicious, and
accessible vegan recipes inspired from dishes
all over the world, perfect for the aspiring
vegan! It’s safe to say that veganism is no
longer just a trend. Lifelong vegans, part-time
vegans, and the vegan curious are a diverse
and eclectic group of people from all walks of
life and backgrounds, and yet, there’s very
little out there in mainstream media that
reflects this new reality. The Evolving Vegan
cookbook celebrates both flavors and stories
from a wide array of plant-based eateries all
across North America, proving that a plantfriendly diet is truly accessible to all! Some of
the recipes you will learn to make include:
-Sausage Shakshuka in a Skillet from the
restaurant Chickpea in Vancouver -Young
Coconut Ceviche from the restaurant
Rosalinda in Toronto -BBQ Pulled “Pork”
Jackfruit Sandwiches from the Butcher’s Son
in Oakland, CA -Indian Tofu Curry from The
Sudra in Portland, OR -Boston Cream PieCake from Veggie Galaxy in Cambridge, MA
-Plus authentic Egyptian dishes from Mena’s
mother, and many from Mena’s own SoCal
home kitchen Come travel with Mena to meet
Cyrus Ichiza from Ichiza Kitchen in Portland,
whose Taiwanese mother inspired him to
share his Southeast Asian roots through
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authentically flavorful vegan dishes. Get a
behind-the-scenes peek at the secrets of San
Francisco’s Peña Pachamama, a Bolivian
plant-based restaurant that serves national
dishes like pique macho and aji de fideo.
Containing recipes from many different
countries and cultures, and including helpful
tips for lifelong vegans or flexitarians looking
to expand their repertoire of vegan dishes,
Evolving Vegan takes you on a food-based
road trip to explore the vibrancy of veganism
across North America.
In her second book, Richa Hingle applies her
culinary skills to international comfort foods.
She delivers a wealth of flavor-packed
"awesome sauces" and mix-and-match ideas
to inspire you to create stunning meal
combinations. These unique recipes have
amazing depths of flavor, are easy to make,
and have allergy-friendly options. Enjoy
Richa's wow factor in sensational curries,
comforting casseroles, and the nextgeneration of plant-based burgers, and more.
Recipes include: One-Pot Peanut Butter
Noodles Green Curry Fried Rice Crispy Kung
Pao Cauliflower Chickpea Jackfruit Burgers
Alfredo Spinach Pizza Tiramisu Fudge Bars
Here are chapters devoted to flavor-packed
sauces, soups, sandwiches,
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breakfasts,sweets, and more. You will also
find helpful techniques and mix-and-match
ideas that will inspire creativity and provide
stunning meal combinations. You will find
this book to be indispensable in your kitchen,
and the recipes will appeal to both vegans
and non-vegans alike.
An array of meat-free, egg-free, and dairyfree meals and snacks features easy-toprepare, nutritious vegan recipes for lunches,
accompanied by allergy-free indexes
identifying dishes that are allergen free.
The Soul of a New Cuisine
Over 200 Delicious Recipes, Meal Plans, and
Vegetarian Resources for All Ages
Keto Ethiopian Style: Guide to Ethiopian Keto
Vegetarian Guide to Denver and Salt Lake
City
Teff Love
Ethiopian Cuisine
The long-awaited cookbook from the test kitchen of
Canada's largest newspaper. More than just a
collection of recipes, the Toronto Star Cookbook is a
gorgeously photographed cookbook, that tells the
story of the vibrant, eclectic cuisine of Ontario. Here
are more than 150 recipes celebrating the province's
chefs, restaurants, home cooks, farmers, food store
owners and more. The Toronto Star Cookbook is a
family-friendly cookbook filled with recipes for classic
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comfort food like rice pudding two ways (diner-style
and upscale) apple crisp (made with three varieties
of apple) and grilled cheese (updated with smoked
cheese and sriracha ketchup), and classic Ontario
dishes (True North Flatbread, My Mom's Pan-Fried
Pickerel and The Hogtown Sandwich). In reflection
of Toronoto's multicultuarl food scene, it includes
dishes from more than two dozen cultures, including
Chinese noodles, Indian dosas, Korean rice bowls,
Mexican soup, Lebanese dips, Ethiopian beans and
Vietnamese subs. Jennifer Bain, the Star's food
editor and award-winning Saucy Lady columnist,
personally selected and triple-tested all 150+
recipes. Most of the recipes were published in the
paper since Jennifer took over the food beat in 2000,
but some classics date back as far as 1975. Jennifer
asked the Star's readers to nominate their favourite
Star recipes of all time, and 25 of these Readers'
Choice Recipes are included in the book.
Savor the Flavors of Austin Food Lovers’ Guide to
Austin brings you the inside scoop on the best
places to find, enjoy, and celebrate food. From familyowned taquerias and Tex-Mex restaurants to vegan
and locally sourced options, as well as top-notch
restaurants replete with impressive wine and cocktail
lists, a bounty of mouthwatering delights awaits you
in this engagingly written guide. With delectable
regional recipes from the renowned kitchens of
Austin’s iconic eateries, diners, and elegant dining
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rooms, Food Lovers’ Guide to Austin is the ultimate
resource for food lovers to use and savor. Inside
You'll Find: Food festivals and culinary events •
Farmers’ markets, food trucks & food carts •
Specialty food stores, markets, and producers • Oneof-a-kind restaurants and landmark eateries •
Recipes using local ingredients and traditions • The
region’s best wineries and brewpubs • Cooking
classes and a cocktail course
Thirty countries, thirty sumptuous menus offering
everything you need to give your friends and family a
taste of how vegetarians eat all around the world.
Working with many vegetarian groups, societies, and
chefs, Jane Hughes has brought together favorite
meals and personal stories from Belgium to China,
Cuba to Palestine. An inspiration for dinner clubs,
themed parties, or simply the appetite to try
something new, The Adventurous Vegetarian
encompasses both traditional and modern—from
African stews and Asian curries to veggie/vegan
twists on classic "new world" recipes, such as
macaroni cheese and blueberry cheesecake (both
without the cheese!) All recipes are illustrated with
tantalising color photography, do not involve
complicated techniques, and suggest alternative
ingredients should some be hard to source. Each
country's chapter is introduced with personal stories
and insights into what it's like to be vegetarian, from
those with a rich history, such as India, to those
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where to be veggie can sometimes be an uphill, but
satisfying, struggle. Jane Hughes has twenty years'
experience of working as food writer, production
manager, and publisher. She has worked with The
Vegetarian Society since the 1980s and edits their
quarterly magazine. A vegetarian since her teens,
she has a passion for sharing great food, and
believes that fresh, delicious vegetarian and vegan
dishes are the perfect way to bring everybody
together around the dinner table. Interviews, food
and cookery course reviews, features, and recipes
can be found at veggiefoodwriter.co.uk.
An award-winning chef introduces readers to the
eating traditions of Africa in a collection of more than
two hundred recipes representing diverse cultures
and cuisines, accompanied by a commentary on his
journey of culinary exploration across the continent.
Adventures in Vegan Ethiopian Cooking
Vegetarian Times
Ethiopian Feast
Best Local Specialties, Markets, Recipes,
Restaurants & Events
Really Fresh, Really Good, Really Vegetarian
130 Amazing, Animal-Free Lunches Kids and GrownUps Will Love!
Ethiopian vegetarian recipes
professional alike. Cultural
food photographs, Interview,
updated version with glue-in
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commentary added. This version of the second
edition included 14 additional pages
including 2 full color pages at the end with
color food photograph montage. This was the
final version of the 2nd edition before the
updated 2016 editions.
DIVDiscover recipes for more than 100
delicious, one-pot vegan meals, from dips and
desserts to dinners and more./div
Veg Out guides virtually eliminate the
difficulty of finding vegetarian and vegan
offerings in a world of shish-kabob street
vendors and hot dog hawkers. Veg Out
Vegetarian Guide books are city specific and
provide everything that a vegetarian or vegan
diner needs to know to enjoy a meal out,
including: ratings for each restaurant,
including price, atmosphere, and type of
cuisine; must-know details about each venue's
culinary offerings; and contact and location
information, with a site-specific foldout map
of the area.
When you eat Ethiopian food, the first thing
you notice is the vibrant array of colors.
From the deep scarlet of a berbere spice
blend, to orange carrots, green cabbage, and
purple beet root, this cuisine is as
beautiful as it is delicious! Learn to
prepare a rainbow of unique and tasty foods.
This book contains 30 authentic, easy to
prepare recipes. Ethiopian food is adaptable
and can be altered to accommodate your
family's needs. Recipes can be made spicy or
mild, and this book contains recipes for
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vegetarian, lactose-free, and gluten-free
diets. Let's get cooking!
A Treasury of Vegetarian Recipes from Jewish
Communities Around the World
300 International Recipes for Savoring the
Planet
Keto Ethiopian Style
An American Approach to Ethiopian Cuisine
Vegan Handbook

NEW IN PAPERBACK The vegetarian cuisine of the
Middle East and North Africa is a treasure chest of
pungent herbs and spices, aromatic stews and soups,
chewy falafels and breads, couscous, stuffed grape
leaves, greens and vegetables, hummus, pizzas, pies,
omelets, pastries and sweets, smooth yogurt drinks,
and strong coffees. Originally the food of peasants too
poor for meat, vegetarian cooking in the Middle East
developed over thousands of years into a culinary art
form influenced both by trade and invasion. It is as
rich and varied in its history as it is in flavor—culinary
historians estimate the Arab kitchen has over 40,000
dishes! Now noted food writer Habeeb Salloum has
culled 330 savory jewels from this never-ending
storehouse to create Classic Vegetarian Cooking from
the Middle East—a rich, healthful, and economical
introduction to flavors and aromas that have stood the
test of time.
Renowned chef and food justice activist Bryant Terry
reworks and remixes the favorite staples, ingredients,
and classic dishes of the African Diaspora to present
more than 100 wholly new, creative culinary
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combinations that will amaze vegans, vegetarians, and
omnivores alike. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
VEGETARIAN COOKBOOKS OF ALL TIME BY BON
APPÉTIT Blending African, Carribean, and southern
cuisines results in delicious recipes like Smashed
Potatoes, Peas, and Corn with Chile-Garlic Oil, a
recipe inspired by the Kenyan dish irio, and CinnamonSoaked Wheat Berry Salad with dried apricots,
carrots, and almonds, which is based on a Moroccan
tagine. Creamy Coconut-Cashew Soup with Okra,
Corn, and Tomatoes pays homage to a popular
Brazilian dish while incorporating classic Southern
ingredients, and Crispy Teff and Grit Cakes with
Eggplant, Tomatoes, and Peanuts combines the
Ethiopian grain teff with stone-ground corn grits from
the Deep South and North African zalook dip. There’s
perfect potluck fare, such as the simple, warming, and
intensely flavored Collard Greens and Cabbage with
Lots of Garlic, and the Caribbean-inspired Cocoa Spice
Cake with Crystallized Ginger and Coconut-Chocolate
Ganache, plus a refreshing Roselle-Rooibos Drink that
will satisfy any sweet tooth. With more than 100
modern and delicious dishes that draw on Terry’s
personal memories as well as the history of food that
has traveled from the African continent, Afro-Vegan
takes you on an international food journey.
Accompanying the recipes are Terry’s insights about
building community around food, along with suggested
music tracks from around the world and book
recommendations. For anyone interested in improving
their well-being, Afro-Vegan’s groundbreaking recipes
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offer innovative, plant-based global cuisine that is
fresh, healthy, and forges a new direction in vegan
cooking.
A Complete Cookbook of Colorful, Exotic Dishes
Ethiopia
The Crown Jewel of African Cuisine
The Adventurous Vegetarian
Vegan Richa's Everyday Kitchen
Guide To Ethiopian Keto
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